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   The Purpose of Money
 ,      , Around the world money comes in many different shapes

, .      sizes and colors Some money has pictures of important 

  .       .   people on it Other types of money include symbols These

       .images represent the countries that make the money

        .    One thing is true about all types of money Money has

value.            This means money can be used to pay for goods

 .    , and services Goods are things that people can buy such 

.       as clothes or books Services are things people pay other

 .  ,     people to do for them For example people can pay someone

   .          to cook for them People can use money to pay for goods

 .and services

    Where Does It
 ?Come From

    .  Governments print their own money

   ,    In the United States the Bureau of
   Engraving and Printing is in charge of 

.     printing paper money All paper money

        printed in the United States is made at
  .   . .   just two locations The U S Mint makes

.        coins There are six of these locations

.around the country
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 Counterfeit Money
      Some people make fake money that

      .   is meant to look like real money This

  .     is called counterfeiting It is against

 .     ,  the law In the United States paper

   .    money has special colors It has
  .    hidden images too Paper money

       is also printed on paper that only

  .    the government has These special
    features make counterfeiting money

 .more difficult
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